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Tall and lean with a “wholly magnetic stage 
presence” to quote Music Connection Magazine, 
Los Angeles rocker Denoven has a special way 
with her vocals, lead and background, when it 
comes to original, authentic 80’s rock music. 
Denoven Rock’s debut, self-produced album, 
Retrofuturism has 10 songs she arranged with 
catchy hooks, clever melodies and compelling 
chord changes. With a powerful delivery of 
passionate lyrics in her rock range, spiced with a 
few emotionally placed ultra high notes, this kind of 
intoxicating singing knocks you off your feet. Lay 
that on top of commanding and tight rhythm 
sections on most tracks featuring Pat Kelley and 
Mike Miller on guitar with spirituous synth work by 
Denoven, you’ve got yourself a fierce package of 80’s Rock never heard on an album before but ready 
to be heard now! Other players in her band that will get you moving into the future of retro music are rock 
solid Vinnie Colaiuta on drums with Neil Steubenhaus on bass, The Fowler Brothers Band, Nick Vincent 
on drums with Matt Bissonnette on bass. All songs were recorded and mixed in the 80’s with 80’s 
copyrights and mastered in 2020. This is the real deal of hidden rock gems! 
 

1. Out of My Head 3:28   (80’s Rock) 
2. Words in the Dark 3:48   (80’s Rock) 
3. Make Up Your Mind 4:01   (odd meter 80’s Rock) 
4. Radioactive 4:02    (80’s Pop Rock) 
5. Who Do You Know 3:10   (80’s Pop Rock) 
6. Body to Body 4:15    (80’s Rock) 
7. You’re Someone I Could Know 4:13 (80’s Rock) 
8. Hot as Ice 4:02    (80’s Rock) 
9. I Just Wanna Love You 3:35  (80’s Rock) 
10. Never Goes Away 4:14   (Ballad)	

     TOTAL TIME 38:08	
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What They’re Saying About Retrofuturism 
 
“Intoxicating powerful ‘80’s rock. I’m totally amazed 
(you know, like BLOWN away, man) by Denoven’s 
straight-ahead 80’s style tunes! . . . DJs ‘round the 
globe will be putting her stunning songs in MEGA-
rotations . . . RAWK on, Denoven! Most highly 
recommended energy quotient score 4.99.”  
–Rotcod ZZaj, editor, Contemporary Fusion Reviews 

 
“If find yourself digging around in your record 
collection from the 80s and just cannot find anything 
to charge your batteries, well we have uncovered a 
real gem from Denoven titled Retrofurturism! . . . radio 
ready and sure-fire hits.”  

– Keith “MusikMan” Hannaleck Reviews 
 
“The 80’s are alive again in brilliant songs by Denoven 
Rock. You’ll hear touches of Pat Benatar, Bonnie 
Tyler, The Gogos, . . . screaming guitar solos, 
sequencers, and good old-fashioned hooky pop 
tunes, as well as DR’s unique harmonic and melodic 
originality. The hair, the eyes, the voice, the incredible 
range, the vibe. Denoven’s got IT ALL!”  

– Brad Cole (keyboardist and musical director for 
Phil Collins) 

	


